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Abstract—We present a modeling framework that supports the engineering of early requirements specifications for design of learner centric dynamic Learning Management System. The framework is based on i* modeling tool and Means End Analysis, that adopts primitive concepts for modeling early requirements (such as actor, goal, and strategic dependency). We show how pedagogical and computational requirements for designing a learner centric Learning Management system can be adapted for the automatic early requirement engineering specifications. Finally, we presented a model on a Learner Quanta based adaptive Courseware. Our early requirement analysis shows that how means end analysis reveals gaps and inconsistencies in early requirements specifications that are by no means trivial to discover without the help of formal analysis tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

REQUIREMENT engineering is a primary activity in producing significant software products. In recent past, some approaches of requirement framework have been designed to provide an end to end solution for system development life cycle. Design of a customized learner-centric dynamic E-Learning Framework taking into account of knowledge and objective of individual learner by analyzing Early Phase Requirements now become a growing challenge in the area of E-Learning. For any web based courseware, as the learners are from various cross sections of life including country, age, gender, culture, learning style and learning technology, University of Calcutta (e-mail: hkausik@acm.org). Nabendu Chaki is with Department of Computer Science & Engineering, University of Calcutta (e-mail: nabendu@ieee.org). Ranjan Dasgupta is with the Department of Computer Science & Engineering, National Institute of Technical Teachers’ & Research (e-mail: ranjandasgupta@ieee.org).

pedagogical requirement of the learner. In some cases we may see that new generation students may like materials full with multimedia support including various videos, interactions etc., where seniors may like to take a print out of text material and read it in off-line mode. Thus facilities for all such varieties should be made available in the courseware. In order to design of learner-centric dynamic E-Learning Framework to meet the requirement of individual learner concepts of Learner Quanta (LQ) & Learner Quanta Cloud (LQC) had been proposed in [7]. In [7]-[9] authors tried to devise an algorithm which selects a set of LQs from LQC to cater the requirement of any learner having some background knowledge. In [10] attempt had been made to present the proposed algorithm through UML representation, which elicits the methodology in a simple way. Concepts of the learner-centric modular LQ had been extended through a Graph based model in order to identify the appropriate data organizations of the Learner Quanta Cloud [11]. From the matrix representation of the graph, ‘Reachability’ property and several other properties along with their algorithm had also been discussed in [15].

II. A SHORT DESCRIPTION ABOUT i* MODELING & MEANS END ANALYSIS

The i* framework was developed for modeling and reasoning about organizational environments and their Information systems [16]. It consists of two main modeling components. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model is used to describe the dependency relationships among various actors in an organizational context. The Strategic Rationale (SR) model is used to describe stakeholder interests and concerns and how they might be addressed by various configurations of systems and environments. A more formal presentation of the framework appears in [16]. The i* framework has also been applied to business process modeling and redesign [3], [16] and to software process modeling [16], [18].

The central concept in i* is that of the intentional actor [17]. Organizational actors are viewed as having intentional properties such as goals, beliefs, abilities, and commitments. Actors depend on each other for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished. It has been found that by depending on others, an actor may be able to achieve goals that are difficult or impossible to achieve.

We tried to analyze goal, task, resource and soft goal through means-end link and decomposition link by development of a graph. This graph captures the relationship between the goals of each actor and the dependencies through which the actor expects these dependencies to be fulfilled.
III. REQUIREMENT OF A LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Requirements of a LMS have already been identified in [12]. For the sake of completeness central issues of the pedagogical and computational requirements are reproduced below. More details have been reproduced in Appendix.

Pedagogical Perspective:
- Focus of attention
- Motivational states
- Emotions of Learner
- Tie up with prior knowledge
- Learning Preferences
- Learning Styles
- Learning Progress

Computational Perspective:
- Reachability of Learner Query
- Optimality in LQ delivery & sequencing
- Customizable Content design
- Customizable Content Selection
- Course Timings
- Learner fund information
- Hardware/Software/Operational Environment information
- Learner Assessment
- Evaluation and Goal Analysis

IV. I* AND MEANS END ANALYSIS OF THE REQUIREMENT OF A LMS

In [12] we had identified several functional, non-functional and behavioral requirements from pedagogical and computational perspective. Pedagogical requirements of adaptive learning process, e.g. attention, motivation, emotional aspects, learning styles had been identified and analyzed according to LQ based adaptive dynamic courseware. Like Pedagogical requirements; requirements from computational aspects for the adaptive learning process e.g. content centric issues like content delivery, content sequencing, LQ storage issues, LQ delivery issues had been identified and analyzed according to LQ based adaptive dynamic courseware. Our proposal adopts the i* organizational modelling framework [3]-[6], which offers the notions of actor, goal and (actor) dependency, and uses these as a foundation to model early and late requirements, architectural and detailed design. Here actors are represented as circles; dependums– goals, softgoals, tasks and resources – are respectively represented as ovals, clouds, hexagons and rectangles.

Fig. 1 depicts an excerpt i* model of our requirement those we have identified in [12] towards development of learner centric dynamic E-Learning frame work. The main actors are Learner, E-Learning system, Course Author and System Coach. Learner depends on E-Learning system to reach his/her objective. At the same time, Learner depends on E-Learning system for E-Learning Environment. Conversely, E-Learning system is also dependent on Learner for course fee. System Coach is also dependent on Learner behavior for Learner Management. Since the dependum Learner Management cannot be defined precisely, it is represented as a soft goal. The Learner also depends on E-Learning System for course selection (task dependency). The E-Learning System is dependent on Course Author for course content production. Furthermore, E-Learning System depends on course Author to get courseware (resource dependency). As we have identified the relevant stakeholders of the system and their goals, we also tried to present a model through a means-ends analysis [3] to show how these goals (including soft goals) can actually be fulfilled through the contributions of other actors.

V. BENEFITS OF THE MODELING

By using i* modeling
- Early requirements towards design of a LMS has been represented in a systematic manner
- Representational aspects of the requirement elicitation has been dealt for LMS with reasonable details
- A suitable requirement analysis structure by extracting metadata can also be developed from the representation
- Means End Analysis helps to achieve Goal through task by resolving resource dependency
Embedding pedagogical requirements in an LMS has been gaining its necessity as putting rich study materials in an LMS with the help of various computational tools and techniques are found not very effective as all such presentations do not include the basic pedagogical issues in the right spirit. This paper proposes development of early requirement model considering requirements from both the pedagogical and computational perspective so that the LMS framework can contribute significantly in the teaching-learning process. It also helps in an effective design of the data organization necessary for further development of the system.

APPENDIX: DETAILS OF PEDAGOGICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS [12]

Pedagogical Perspective

1. Focus of Attention
   a. Illustration: Focus of attention determines if a student mentally follows a lecture and, therefore, if the intended behavioral change affects a learner at all. Adaptive courseware particularly requires a strategy for getting and keeping the learner’s attention.
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware requires a strategy for getting and keeping learner’s attention.
   c. Analysis: To judge focus of attention learner login duration, course LQ selection etc meta data may also be collected for better results

2. Motivational States
   a. Illustration: Motivational states of students are of importance when questioning how the stimuli given by the teacher promotes the learning process.
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware requires focus on the course authoring part in preparation and improvement of LQ based on learner’s interaction with the LQ.
   c. Analysis: One content may be represented both as audio content and video content and offered to the learner parallel. Intermittent interaction of the learner with the teacher may improve the learning experience of the learner and change the motivational states

3. Emotions of Learner
   a. Illustration: Emotion has a strong impact on the learning process points out findings on students’ performance depending on anxiety
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware requires focus what types of test students are preferring in terms of preparing themselves
   c. Analysis: LQ based adaptive courseware may require study on the data about a LQ and its associated test parameters. It takes input from the learner that what type of test and content type they are comfortable with and allow them with such data

4. Tie up with Prior Knowledge
   a. Illustration: Tie up with prior knowledge can help learner to transfer knowledge in the same or in the similar context
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware requires attention on the learner and deliver them course as per his/her prior knowledge
   c. Analysis: LQ based adaptive courseware may takes input knowledge level of the learner [9] and take decisions about the LQ based on that metadata

5. Learning Preferences
   a. Illustration: Learning preferences usually result from predispositions or orientations to learning and can be seen as influences by the context
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware requires attention in designing and delivery of the LQ with respect to the learning preferences of the learner
   c. Analysis: LQ based adaptive courseware creates outline of the LQ offering sequence to better understanding of the learning so that catalog metadata may help learner to choose it content according to it choices.

6. Learning Styles
   a. Illustration: Cognitive and learning styles are related to intellectual capabilities and preferences. Both kinds of styles try to provide more practical models for teacher
7. Learning Progress
   a. Illustration: The learning progress-based adaptive courseware pedagogy emphasizes personalized course content delivery depending on a student's learning aptitude and learning progress rules.
   b. Requirement: LQ based adaptive courseware must judge learning progress with respect to objective submitted by learner and try to devise rule for customized content delivery.
   c. Analysis: Learning progress analysis may be thought as tracking of learner achievement based on test results and creation of LQ sequence for delivery.

8. Reachability of Learner Query
   a. Illustration: Reachability is a technique by which a learner may know beforehand whether a requested query is serviceable by present LQ cloud or not.
   b. Requirement: To do this LQ cloud may be represented as graph model and subsequent represented in a matrix to meet the above objective.
   c. Analysis: Based on learner input knowledge level and output objective level suitable reachability of a learner query may be satisfied.

9. Optimality in LQ Delivery & Sequencing
   a. Illustration: Optimality defines selection of best possible LQ sets considering different perspectives of learner.
   b. Requirement: In response to a learner query it has been observed that there is more than one solution set exists in the LQ Cloud.
   c. Analysis: LQ based adaptive courseware must judge all solution sets based on different metadata submitted by learner.

10. Customizable Content design
    a. Illustration: Content design in adaptive dynamic courseware is temporal issue. It is not necessarily depend on the authoring of LQ but it resembles design of a customized content in response to a user query.
    b. Requirement: Content design must store data with respect to time.
    c. Analysis: As time grows LQ Cloud also grows with different types of LQ like audio, text, animation, video.

11. Customizable Content Selection
    a. Illustration: Based on the learning preferences of the learner customizable content may be selected by the learner.
    b. Requirement: Learner should have choice on content type of the similar kind content.

12. Course Timings
   a. Illustration: Course timing is a combination of learning and evaluation time.
   b. Requirement: Learner should have their choice regarding flexible course timings and flexible course duration. System must allow learner to do so.
   c. Analysis: Some learners are fast-paced learners, and some learners are slow-paced learners. Learning pace of the learner may be judged by analyzing different data collected from the learning experience of the learner and based on that LQ offering sequence is prepared.

13. Network Bandwidth Information
   a. Illustration: In view of design of content network bandwidth is a very important component because it determines size of the LQ.
   b. Requirement: Learner may have different level Internet connection speed like Broadband/DSL/Dialup. Selection of content may be done based on connection speed.
   c. Analysis: This information is important because based on the internet connection speed type of content selection is done e.g. For a normal dialup connection LQ with normal HTML content and plain text can be delivered.

14. Learner Fund Information
    a. Illustration: Learner fund information is important because it focuses on cost-effective delivery model of LQ based adaptive dynamic courseware.
    b. Requirement: Learner must have some objective with limited fund strength.
    c. Analysis: Each LQ is associated with a cost. Customizable course will be configured based on the fund information.

15. Hardware/Software/Operational Environment information
    a. Illustration: Choice of Hardware/Software/Browser determines correct working of LMS under cross-platform environment.
    b. Requirement: Learner should have choice regarding Hardware/Software/Browser.
    c. Analysis: LQ is authored in such a manner so that under any circumstance same LQ requested from computer and mobile may be served in the same manner.

16. Learner Assessment
    a. Illustration: Learner assessment may be summative or formative and that choice also made by learner.
    b. Requirement: LQ may be authored in a manner such that for a particular LQ there may be more than one assessment tool.
    c. Analysis: Selection of assessment tool for particular LQ depends on the learning preferences of the learner.
17. Evaluation and Goal Analysis

a. Illustration: Evaluation and goal analysis determines how a learner achieved his/her goal with respect to its objective

b. Requirement: Goal analysis also judge metadata about learner performance with respect to objective

c. Analysis: LQ based adaptive dynamic courseware must give focus on input requirement analysis and output objective requirement analysis
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